MILITARY RELAY VICTORIOUS OVER HARVARD FOUR IN THRILLING RACE

Spitz the Deciding Factor in Crimson-Institute 390 Yard Contest at B.A.A. Games—Team Turns in Third Fastest Time

DARTMOUTH DEFEATS 780 RELAY TEAM

The four thousand odd track enthusiasts gathered in Me- Hall Saturday night at the 31st annual track and field meeting of the Boston Athletic Association rose as a man and chose the Harvard relay team led by Ted Spitz '21, in the Technology 390-yard relay quartet in their race with the Harvard four, who were up with a spurt on the home stretch. Passed Crute, his Crimson oppenent, after one of the most hectic races of the night, in which the two runners tore along neck and neck all the way to the wire, with Crute holding the pole position which a flip of the coin had given him at the start.

The two-yard advantage which Spitz held over Crute and, being second for Technology, proved decisive, and the race was won, for each of the succeeding runners on the Crimson and Ivy teams was behind both his own, until Crute's 330-yard dash put the race in the bag. The Crimson held the relay team over the finish line. Technology made the third best time of the night, with other teams competing of the Unknowns.

Widebee was expected to come out of all parts of New England to assist the Radio Society banquet to be held at Walker Thursday evening at 8:30 o'clock. Over 500 are expected to attend. There will be a dance, contests, music, many attractions, and address by one of the members of the American Wireless League. Wireless workers in the country are the sponsors of this affair, which will be held in conjunction with the American Wireless Association.

H. D. Greene, president of the American Wireless League, will come to Cambridge, Mass., Tuesday, February 10, 1920, to address the Wireless Workers of the country. Greene was present in a speech at St John's College, an eminent university in England, where he spoke on无线通讯.